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THE DEMISE OF REGULATION Q 
DIFFERENTIALS: COMPETITION FOR 

HOUSEHOLD SA VIN GS BETWEEN 
COMMERCIAL BANKS AND SAVINGS 

AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS 
William S. Ra'l\>~On 

and 
F. Jl'rr~ ln~ram 

Due to_ the k~y ~ole played by Savings and Loan Associations and 
other thrift in5111ut1om in . housing finance, changes in the competitive 
5~ruggle between com_mercial banks and thrift\ have important implica-
llon~ of the economy in general and the real e,tate industry in particular. 
One key variable in the \tructure of the bank-thrift competition for 
hou5ehold savings (the single most important source of housing funds) is 
the \Cl of interest rate ceiling differential\ \et ur by Regulation Q and the 
Rate Control Act of 1966. In general, the,e artificial price controls give 
thrifts a quarter rercentage yield advantage vis-a-vis commercial banks. 
For a variety of reasons many academic1an5, the American Bankers 
A~5ociation, con5umer activiti5ts, and (more recently) the Carter Ad-
ministration have called for an end to the\e rate restrictions, including 
the differentials. 

The Financial Institution Deregulation and l\lonetary Control Act of 
1980 .,.,h1ch \\a, \igned into la.,., on March 1980 includes a prov1S1on for 
the retirement of the,e rate differentiah over the ensuing 6 years. While 
this legislation is likely to ha,e a major impact on financial markets, one 
i5\Ue that ha\ not been analyzed recently 1s the effectiveness of the 
thrifts' quarter percent yield advantage in accomplishing it5 basic pur-
po,e - to attract hou5ehold ,avings into the thrift\ and hence into the 
housing \CCtor. Thc,e questions ,eern particularly worthy of investiga-
tion given the fundamental shift in the liability structure of thrifts from 
passbook, to certificate, of depo5llS (CD\). 

It is po,sible that o,er the last decade the thr ift indu~try accepted 
regulations "hich 5y, tematicall} re\tricted oprortumties for thrifts to 
diversifv their a,\et structure and become broadlv based, more cyclically 
stable f;mily finance center\ in exchange for peri~d1c extensions of a rate 
ditferenllal that may have been 100 \mall to have been effective. If 1his i1 
\o, a grea1 opportunity v.a~ given up with little to ,how for the sacrifice 
and, in thi~ regard, the Financial lmtitutiom Deregula11on Act mar hav_e 
little meaningful impact. Thi\ fundamental is,ue is addre\\ed in 1h1s am-
cle. 

While the available data are too aggregated to allov. definitive conclu-
sions regarding the effect iveness of Regulatio n Q differentials. the 
evidence presented will indicate that at current leveb the maintained rate 
differentials' ability to attract funds into the homing ~ector is, at leas_t, 
subject to question. This issue has taken on heightened importance in 
light of the fact that (I) the first crack in 1he armor of Regulation Q ap-
peared in early 1979 when yield differen1iah v. erc dropped for_ money 
market certificates (MMC) when the allowable rates exceeded nine per-
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cent and (2) the step by step elimination of these yield differential have 
now been legislated. 

THE P RPOSE 

This paper examines the competition between the two most important 
types of financial intermediaries in the market for savings dep05its. 
Commercial banks {CB's) and savings and loan associations {SLA 's) are 
by far the most important financial intermediaries competing for 
household savings across the entire country. I[ has been argued that the 
general public views savings claims on banks and SLA 's as close 
substitutes and, consequently, choice between them is determined by 
convenience {location) and interest rate differenllals, among other fac-
tors (17). After reviewing the fair ly extensive and diverse body of 
literature in this area, an attempt will be made to reexamine the com-
petitive institutional changes. 

l HE E\'IOE~CE 

Following the system used by Gilbert and Murphy, the empirical 
evidence on the competitive relationship between GM's and SLA's can 
be divided conveniently into results obtained by either time series or 
cross-sectional studies (10, pp. 12-13). /\ summar~ of the results from 
both types is provided in Table I. 

Time Series Studie~ 

Among the time series studies, Silber used le,els of intere\t rates to 
measure the response of bank time deposit\ to a unit change in SLA 
share yields and then reversed the field. In both ca\es the 1,vo assets "ere 
shown to have a substitute relationship, but SLA deposits were found to 
be significantly less responsive to bank interest rate changes than the 
obverse (18). Kardouche obtained the \ame general results using interest 
rate differentials, however, by partitioning the a,ailable data into sub-
periods. 1952-59 and 1959-66: it ,,as disclosed that the long-run interac-
tion between these assets was unstable over different period, (14). Com-
mercial bank time deposits were ob,erved to vary independently of 
changes in interest rate differenuab during the earlier period. but reacted 
in a manner consistent with their clas,ificat ion as substitute\ for SLA 
shares during the later period . SLA \hare\ also d1,played a ,imilar pat-
tern of instability. 

Various explanatiom ha,e been offered for thi\ apparent shift in pat-
tern of interest rate semitivity on the part of commercial bank time-
savings deposits. For one thing, the superior quality of CB time-savings 
deposits (in terms of safety as perceived by investors, availability of 
funds and convenience of location) relative to SLA \hare, may have 
dominated deposit behavior of ~avers in the 1950' \ and submerged the in-
terest rate effect ( 1, 12). Secondly, successive upward revisiom of the 
Regulat ion Q ceiling on time deposit rates that occurred after 1961 ma) 
have increased the ability of commercial banks to compete with savings 
and loan associations for savings-type deposits. Finally, it has been 
argued that there exiMs a time lag before changes in intcreq rate differen-
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'IJhle l 

nelat1onsh,p between Savings-tYPe Deposits at 
CommcrLt~d Banks and Savings and Loan Associations 

,\ Summary of the ~mpirical hidence 

Time Series: 
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r • t 
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Source: c;1lb<.•rt, G~ry G, Jnli Murphy, Seil B. 1 
11Compctit1on Betliieen 

lhr1ft Ins1tut1tons Jnd Comrn.erc1.1.l Banks, Journal of Bank 
~. Summer, 1971, pp. 8-18. (updated by authors) 
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tials innuence the behavior of savers (20). Although interest rate dif-
ferentials may have narrowed in favor of CB time-savings deposits dur-
ing the I 950's, not until the 1960's did an appreciable redistribution of 
savings-type deposits into commercial banks begin to occur. 

In the Kardouche study. shares displayed a highly unstable pattern of 
response to changes in interest rate spread. While a weak substitution 
relationship between SLA shares and CB time-savings depo~its was in-
dicated over the early subperiod ( 1952-1959), a complementary relation-
ship was detected over the later subpenod ( 1959- I 966) ( 14). The inclusion 
of a SLA advertising expenditure variable in the estimating equation, to 
identify the impact of promotional activities by these institutions. may 
have produced this puzzling rewlt for the later subperiod. This is not to 
say that relative interest rate changes failed to induce ~ubstantial shifts in 
the public holding of the two assets during 1959-1966. It merely suggest, 
that another relevant factor. namely SLA advertising, "is po,\erful 
enough to reduce the efficacy of the yield on time (savings) deposits as a 
competitive weapon" ( 10,p. 14). 

In the Vernon time series study that receives the major share of atten-
tion in this paper, confirmation of the substitute relationship \\35 ob· 
tained. Vernon found that a 3.14 percent decline in the CB share of 
household savings deposited at CB's and SLA 's was associated with a 
one percent increase m the spread bct,,een SLA and bank time deposit 
yields. In addition, Vernon showed that yield ,pread alone explained (in 
his regression analysi~) roughly three-fourths of the variation in bank's 
share of savings deposits (29). Moreover, his results indicate that banks 
could pay almost a point le,s than SLA's and ,till maintain their relati,e 
share (17. p. 85). 

In all the,e research effort, cited above, the ,ubstitute relationship was 
found to be statbtically ~ignificant at the .05 level. Additionally the 
substitution effect between CB and SLA time deposits ,, as shown to be 
the most robust such relationship among an extensive array of asset, 
,t udied but not discu~sed here. 

Despite some technical difference, in these various time series studies. 
the folio,\ ing general conclu,iom can be distilled: 

(I) Regardle,, of the specificatiom of returns on ,ariou, asset\, sav-
ing, and loan share, are the clo~est sub,titute\ for commercial bank time 
and savings deposits. 

(2) The \Ubstitut1on relationship among financial asset\ is umtable 
over time. 

Cro<,<,-scctional St udie~ 

Several cross-\ectional analyses or the impact or intere,t rate changes 
on savings depo~it, ha"e generated puzzling results. In early studies by 
Feige, Lee, and Stevens. SLA deposits did not react significantly to small 
changes in CB time deposit interest rates (8, 16, 19). On the other hand. 
each of the\c three researchers found bank savings deposits quite re\pon• 
sive to changes tn SLA yield rate,. This asymmetry of results is as yet 
unexplained. but could be interpreted as evidence that Sl A's rather than 
banks have at least, during ~omc post-World War I I time periods, en-
joyed a competitive advantage in the market for savings deposit, or that 
SLA customers are less sophisticated or interest sensitive than CB 
depositors. 
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More recent cross-sectional re,earch has verified the 1 . · 1 · 8 resu ts of lime series ana ys1s. oth Hartley and Kardouche found SLA d CB • 
d . b b . an savings eposJts to e su stnutes after removing ,ome regional fact h .._ · d · h · . ors t at had ,,een ignore m t e earlier ,tud1es (IO 14) H owever Kard h 
d . . d · · . • ouc e also 1sco, ere a weak complementary relationship in urban areas h h 

I d CB d . . . . w en e re ate epos11 changes to sh1Ft\ m SLA rate, and a stro 
1 · d' nger com-

p ementamy regar mg SLA depo~it reaction to CB time deposit yields. 
Taken together. these results rngge~t that both regional factors a d th 
~our_ce of change can be c_ritical when analyzing these association/Boy: 
(4) found that Co_mmemal Bank time depo5it5 and S&l passbook ac-
counts ,vere substitutes: but that CB time deposits and S&l special ac-
counts appeared to e'<h1b1t complementarity. 
_ On balance, all these twi~t, make definitive rnnclusions difficult, but 
m _ a broad ,en~e th~ following statement regarding the cross-sectional 
e, 1dence seem, Just1t1ed - SLA share, appear to be moderate substitutes 
for CB time deposits. 

Summar~ of t-.arlier 1-'indin)!, 

Fin all~, when both approaches are combined and analyzed, the 
following general conclusion, re~ult: 

I) O\1:r a period extending from the early I 950', to the mid-1960's a 
substitution relation,hip het,,een CB and SLA sa~ings deposit e,dsted. 

:?) Changes in the level of interest rates, but not interest rate spreads, 
caused a substitution response by CB savings depositors during the 
1950',. SLA , hare, ,,ere independent of the le,et of return on CB time 
deposits a, well a5 yield spreads over the ,ame decade. Thus. the substitu-
tion relationship existing during that period was e'(tremely weak. 

3) In the 1960', interest rate differentials induced a substantial 
sub,titu tion effect. However, the ~trength of the reaction~ depended 
upon the geographic location of the: in\titutiom involved (10, pp. 16-17). 

THE l\1PACT Of Rt:.n \'T DE\ El OPME.\ rs 

To achieH: the objective of our analysis, the author\ have cho5en 10 
ree1(3mine (in the hght of mb,equent events) the conclusion\ reached in a 
typical \tudy from the e,tant literature. 

In a previously citc:d 1966 ~tudy, Vernon analyzed the data found m 
Tahle 2 for the year\ I 947 through 1964, and concluded that the decli~c 
in the \prcad between yield\ earned by saver\ at SLA's and commerc,~I 
bank, was the principal factor accounting for the change ,n the 1rend m 
the hank share of ~aving\ depo~its at CB', and SLA\. From 1947 to 
1955, v.hen the hank \hare exhi bited a \harp downtrend, the 5pread 11 as 
relatively con\tant. Then, from 1956-1961, the \pread in yield narrowed 
and the rate of decline in the bank share slac kened markedly. From 1962 
through 1964, when the spread diminished to less than one point, the 
decline in the bank 5hare ha lted . 

Vernon undertook a regression of the change in the commercial bank 
share (S) o n the yield spread (P) using annual observations for 1947 

thro ugh I 964 . The resulting equation: 

(I) S = .024575 - 3. 14253 P, 
(4.13) ( - 7.04) 
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had a coefficient of determination of . 7422 indicating that yield spread 
variations explained roughly three-fourths of the change in bank share. 
Both the coefficients and the equation were significant at the one percent 
level (t values are under each term) and the Durbin-Watson coefficient of 
t.66 (du= 1.39) indicated that autocorrelation was not out of line with 
reasonable standards for economic time series analysis (20). 

The results of Vernon 's study supported the hypothesis that banks en-
joy a competitive advantage over SLA 's in the struggle for the public'~ 
savings dollar. Note that if there is to be no change in banks' share, that 
is if S = 0, then P would have to equal .008. This is the same as saying 
that banks could pay .8 percent less than SLA 's and their share would 
not change. For the period covered by Vernon\ study. banh appeared 
to possess attributes that SLA 's lacked, inducing households to take a 
smaller yield on their bank savings deposit, (20, p. 192). 

On extending Vernon's data to co,er the entire time period 1947 to 
1977. the authors found that the explanatory power of yield differentials 
deteriorated significantly. The equation for the total period became: 

(2) S = .00298 - 1.3248P 
(1.65) ( - 4.63) 

The coefficient of determination dropped to .46 revealing a loosenmg of 
the relationship between the two variables. In this extended analy~b the 
coefficients and the regres~ion \\Cre still significant at the one percent 
le\el (t value, are under cad1 coefficient) while the Durbin-Watson fell to 
1.54 (du - 1.50). 

In order to verify the shift in the rdationship bet,\een intersectoral 
yield spreads and nows, a Cho\, te,1 "as carried out to test the stabilit y 
of the coefficient of P over the period 1947-1964 and 1965-1977. The 
resulting I- stati~tic of 7 .27 led to the rejection at the one percent 
significance level of the hypothe,i, that a stable relationship existed be-
1\\een the variables O\er the entire period 1942-77. The equation for tht 
period 1965-1977 was: 

S .006 + .l03P, R· = .00 
(1.32) (.18) 

Under this updated regression, commercial banks could maintain their 
share of the market by paying .2 percent less than SL:\ 's. The drop in the 
status-quo yield differential from .8 percent to .2 percent would, ceteris 
paribus. indicate a ddinite diminution of banks' competitive ad,antage 
vis-a-vis SLA's in the period from 1965 to 1977. Or, looking at thew 
de\·elopmcnt , another way, rate differential~ became les\ and less impor-
tant in determining where hou,eholu, dcpmit ,avings O\ er thi, penod. 
The reduction in the association bet\,cen yield ,preads and marker ,hare, 
is indicative of changing environmental factor~ impacting o n the rela-
tionship. Example\ of such change, would include the introduction and 
wide acceptance of rertificates of deposit , the retail banking movement, 
and the proliferation of branching by both CB's and SLA's which un-
questionably ha\ changed the relative convenience factor in the last 15 
years. Few economic rclatiomhip5 could be expected to remain stable 
given the various ~ubMantial institutional changes that have been so 
crucial in this market. Additionally, it i~ possible, even likely, that as the 
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~pread berneen the competing yield~ narrov.ed (becoming noncxisten1 or 
nearly so in some year~) it may have dropped below a perceptual 
threshold and cea~ed to be a decision variable in the minds of man) 
household savers. 

Upon completion of the straightforward extension of Vernon's study 
just discussed. further analysis of the data for 1960 through 1977 pointed 
to an C\en greater deterioration in the re lationship depicted in equation 
(2). A regression based on only the 17 years ( I 960-1977) confirmed our 
suspicions.' During this period the aggregate yield ~prcad between banks 
and thrifts no longer provides an explana1ion for the shift in savings be-
tween the two financial intermediaries. This implies that using the ag· 
gregate data, a simple explanation of the change in banks' share of 
household savings deposit~ based upon the yield spread between com· 
mercial banks and savings and loan a~\ociations no longer works. 

'The equauon from 1960-1977 is S 
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This important phenomenon has been largely ignored in the literature 
of the recent past. Given the many theoretical and imtitutional 
developments which touch on savings flows, there is a clear need to at-
tempt to respecify the relationship. For, in addition to the introduction 
and proliferation of nonpassbook types or savings accounts' a review of 
the literature suggests other independent variables which might have 
played a role. Among the more prominent of these would be variables 
such as treasury bill rate\ ver\us a number depository yield spreads, 
credit union share yields, capital market yields, the role of government 
sponsored agency instruments and their yield, and the relative conven-
ience (location) factors. Our preliminary efforts to incorporate the im-
pact of a number of these variables proved unsuccessful. With SLA's 
lending upwards of 80 percent of their deposits in the mortgage marl-.et 
and bank's lending Jes, than 20 percent for similar purpose\, 1hc impact 
on the real estate sector due to shifts 111 deposits from one type of in,titu-
tion to the other ,,ould be sufficient to justify a continuing effort to 
respecify the relationship. 

THE GRO\\TH OF ~O,PASSBOOK SA \"GS 

In an attempt to focus more clearly on the declining inlluence of yield 
spreads on the household savings market, the authors analyzed some 
data that ha~ become a,ailable only recently. These data are the result of 
regular \Uney, by the Federal Resene and Federal Home Loan Bani-. 
Board which began in the early 1970'\ and \Orne preliminary unpublished 
studies of CB and SLA account structure changes carried out by the \ame 
agencie, in chelate 1960'~. The,e rcrons rrov1Je semi-annual observa-
tion- beginning wich the first quarter of 1967 anJ e\lendmg through the 
third quarter of 1977 v.hich al)oM disaggregation of hou\chold savmgs 
deposit\ at CB's and SLA's into tv.o maJor categories - pa~sbook ac-
count, and tho,e deposit, earning more than the pas\bool-. rate. The lat-
ter category is ,uti,equently referred to a, nonpassbool-. accounh. While 
thi, breakdown \till mvol\C\ exce\\i,c aggregation Jue to data lim11a-
1ions it provide\ \Orne important in,ight, into the ,ignificance of non-
pas\bool-. \a\'ing\ deposit, for hnth imtitutiom. All the nc" data are 
pre\ented in Table 3. 

Although CB', have exrenen..:c·d .i ,really increase in their ~hare of 
hou\ehold pa,,book, ,a, 1ng, (PPt1). no ,ignificant relation,hip "a' 
found bctv.cen the change in PBB (~PPB) and the rele,ant yielJ dif-
ferenoal (PUSPREAD). Thu\, the daia indicate that ra\,bool-. yield dif-
ferential,, at lea,1 over the past decade, ha\e not been s1ati,1ically ,ignifi-
ca111 in the choice of passbook \a,·ing, dermit\ b~ hou,chold, . .4 priori 
one coulJ expect this data to 1:orre\pond rather clo,ely "ith the annual 
observation, v.hich v.eri: included in Table 2 and ,,hit:h extended bacl-. in-
to the period \\hen ,implc passbook acrnunh ,,ere the dominant type of 
account olfered to homehold, by both CB', and SLA's .. After our at-
tempt 10 adju,t the data 10 a1:coun1 for the imract of the proliferation of 

Al the end of 1977. pa"hool- ,a,mg rerrc,cntcd only 34 pcr,crn ol 101al dcp,NI, al the 
major '>&I's, ,crsu, do,c 10 100 pcr<·,·n1 a, rc,·cn1ly .,, 196N. 
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1/73 
11 t/73 

1/74 
11! /74 

1/75 
111/7, 

1/76 
I 11/7u 

1/77 
11!/77 
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H.91', 
48. 14 
1'1 no 
19 " 19. -l<J 
so 5.1 
5 I."' 
53.39 
55.09 
54.~l' 
54 ,h8 
54.6) 
54. 20 
55.82 
55 43 
56 . .l3 
ss .41 
56.79 
57.05 
58.36 
58. 79 
5A.47 

(2) 

rahle 3 

( 3) 

Passbook 
Yi~IJ 

SprcaJ, 
SI.I\ l'as,hook 
R.tte rR 

C:han~t.• P:i'>,hoo~ 
in Pl'tt llat1..~ 

,.'\Pl1H l'I\Sl'RJ .\fl 

I. 59•, 113', 
.2~ 7,1 ~,. 7S 
.. ,l . 7u 

llH -.~ 
l. 15 ""3 
I. 23 76 
I 62 .52 
.. 70 . 52 

- SI v3 
. 4ll . 58 

- .07 .9(1 
- .. ,, . -4 

J .h~ . 48 
- .62 .45 

. 9fl ,43 
- .92 . 41 
I. 38 ,., 

.26 .33 

. 3 l ,3:1 

. 4:; . 3-' 

.32 ·-'•1 

( 4) 

rcr'-'.rntage 
of 

~un-P,L5S Roo;. 
s.,vi nJ?_~ 
1n CB' s 

70.93'. 
b9.;J 
t·i'. Jr. 
h:i .69 
(,-1 ~,II 
ul .55 
58. 53 
5S .69 
55. 57 
53.4" 
52 .OS 
50.07 
49.58 
4"".99 
4 7 ,40 
41>. 84 
45. 71 
45 .92 
44.SA 
43 .68 
H.94 
45. 27 

(5) 

Change 
in PNPR 

. I 7~ 
-1. fi2 
- ~. l 5 
-I ,47 
- I. !ll 
-2. 95 
-3.02 
-2. K4 
- .12 
-2. IO 
-J .42 
-1. 98 
•. 49 
-l. 59 
- .59 
- .so 
-1.13 
- .21 
-1 .. 14 
• . 90 

. 26 
l.lJ 

(6) 

Non .. PJS! 
Bool 

Yi,Jd 
Sprrod 

SU 
R..1te-

CR 
Rato 

.46', 

.!! 

.12 

. 11 

. I ~I 

.10 

.21 

.46 

.53 

. Sl 

.61 

.60 

.59 

.27 
.47 
.65 
. 7S 
. "8 
.93 
.80 
.&1 
. '6 

Sources: FccJcraJ Mc,crvc nu:HJ, flo"' of Funds; and Fc<lcral Ho11c l.o.in 8Jnk BoJrJ, 
,1n<l Unpuhl i she<l Reports. 

special types of deposits, the yield \ prt:ad \till no longer c,plains the now 
of household passbook sa\ing~ a~ it once \\a\ capable of doing. 

In addition, dc,pue the fact that nonpa~~book \3\ing, might be 
thought more interest scnsnive than pa,sbook arcount~. no meaningful 
relationship was found between the yield differential (NPBSPREAD) 
and the change in CB', share of nonpa,.\book deposits (t,PNPB). 
Therefore, interest rate spreads at the levt:I of aggregation for which data 
arc currently available rnnnot account tor the \ teady erosion of CB's 
\hare of rhe,e savings (PNPB) trom over 70 percent in 1967, to as Iowas 

percent in 1977. 
These re.suit s lead IO the conclusion that , incc 1967 if not earlier, in· 

terest differentiah (within the range ~tudied) have had no statistically 
significant impact on the now of hou,ehold ,aving~ hL't\\t:Cn the com· 
mercial banking and savings and loan as\ociation \CCtor,. There is a clear 
need to reopen the investigation of factors inl1uencing intersectoral sav-
ings nows, because the traditional explanation, yil'ld spreads, no longer 
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provides an adequate answer. The "conventional wisdom" which 
assumes that Regulation Q differential, can assure a reliable now of 
household savings into thrift instilutions (vis-a-vis commercial banks) 
and, thus, into housing is, at best, dubious. 
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